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CONTACT

Contact us

Opening times

    Phone (National Office): 01 668 3898

    Phone (Dublin Shop): 01 660 5503

    Email: info@irishgirlguides.ie

    Address: Irish Girl Guides National Training Ctr.,
Unit 2, The Square Industrial Complex, 
Belgard Square East, Tallaght, Dublin D24 FEX5

    Registered Charity Number: 20206301

    CHY number: 22959 

	Directors [Trustees] of Irish Girl Guides: 

Amanda O'Sullivan (Chief Commissioner, Chair 

of Board), Eidín Burns, Dara Callanan, 

Aisling Claffey, Siobhán Coppinger, Jenny 

Gannon, Evelyn Hayes, Deirdre Henley, Laura 

Kirwan, Annamarie Lawlor, Siobhán Stoneham, 

Eve Moody, Fiona O'Connor, Ciara O'Reilly, 

Jillian van Turnhout (Company Secretary) 

and Kathy Walsh.
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	wpl_user_preference	www.irishgirlguides.ie	WP GDPR Cookie Consent Preferences	1 year	HTTP
	m	m.stripe.com	Determines the device used to access the website. This allows the website to be formatted accordingly.	2 years	---
	__stripe_mid	www.irishgirlguides.ie	For processing payment and to aid in fraud detection.	1 year	HTTP
	__stripe_sid	www.irishgirlguides.ie	Stripe Cookie to process payments	session	HTTP
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	VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE	youtube.com	YouTube cookie.	Session	HTTP
	GPS	youtube.com	Google advertising domain	Session	HTTP
	test_cookie	doubleclick.net	A generic test cookie set by a wide range of web platforms.	Session	HTTP
	_fbp	livestream.com	Facebook Pixel advertising first-party cookie	3 months	HTTP
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	_ga	irishgirlguides.ie	Google Universal Analytics long-time unique user tracking identifier.	2 years	HTTP
	_gid	irishgirlguides.ie	Google Universal Analytics short-time unique user tracking identifier.	1 day	HTTP
	_gat	irishgirlguides.ie	Google Analytics tracking cookie.	Session	HTTP
	tk_ai	www.irishgirlguides.ie	JetPack analytical cookie that stores a randomly-generated anonymous ID. This is only used within the admin area and is used for general analytics tracking.	5 years	HTTP
	IDE	doubleclick.net	Google advertising cookie used for user tracking and ad targeting purposes.	1 day	HTTP
	vuid	livestream.com	Vimeo tracking cookie	2 years	HTTP
	_gcl_au	livestream.com	Used by Google AdSense for experimenting with advertisement efficiency across websites using their services.	3 months	---
	__utmz	livestream.com	Google Analytics campaign and traffic source tracking cookie.	6 months	HTTP
	_gat_UA-39797287-1	livestream.com	This is a pattern type cookie set by Google Analytics, where the pattern element on the name contains the unique identity number of the account or website it relates to. It appears to be a variation of the _gat cookie which is used to limit the amount of data recorded by Google on high traffic volume websites.	Session	---
	_gat_UA-1169997-20	livestream.com	This is a pattern type cookie set by Google Analytics, where the pattern element on the name contains the unique identity number of the account or website it relates to. It appears to be a variation of the _gat cookie which is used to limit the amount of data recorded by Google on high traffic volume websites.	Session	---
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